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tion area and the possibility of ice failure, it was decided to
relocate the C-141 when downward deflection passed 10 per-
cent of ice thickness. Due to an ensuing storm, it had been
impossible to take a deflection reading between day two and
day six. The C-141 was relocated immediately on day six.

Ice roads. The survivability of the transition ramp between
land and the annual sea ice was improved with installation of
the ramp at the ice wharf instead of at its usual location at
VXE-6 Hill (see figure 3). It is likely that the proximity of the
large ice mass of the wharf contiguous to the ice road in the
transition area retarded downwarping of the ice surface related
to the heavy dirt load and extended the life of the transition
area.
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Figure 2. Terminal operations crewmen offload a milvan from the
USNS Southern Cross. (U.S. Navy photo)

Figure 3. A Caterpillar D-8 stockpiles dirt for the ice pier. (U.S.
Navy photo)

U.S. Air Force support of antarctic
research, 1980-1981

ANNE M. BAZZELL

834th Airlift Division Historian
Hickam Air Force Base, Hawaii 96853

Deep Freeze 81 marked the 25th year the U.S. Air Force has
participated in the resupply of the National Science Founda-
tion's research activities in Antarctica.

Deep Freeze 81 will be known on the part of the Military
Airlift Command (MAC) as the year of ingenuity in antarctic
air operations. High winds, sudden storms, and soft ice threat-
ened the project from the first day, but in spite of this, it came
to a close without harm to personnel or aircraft. C-141 Starlift-
ers from Travis Air Force Base, California, completed 34 sorties
and one recovery mission, airlifting 692,169 pounds of sup-
plies and 929 passengers to McMurdo (figure 1). Returned to
Christchurch were 122,661 pounds of equipment and 227 pas-

IL:

Figure 1. Many American personnel and supplies are trans-
ported between New Zealand and McMurdo by C-141 Starlifter
aircraft. (U.S. Air Force photo)
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sengers. In July 1980 an additional Starlifter made a special
airdrop of mail and fresh vegetables for McMurdo.

Significant maintenance difficulties on the very first flight,
6 October, proved the most unusual event of Deep Freeze 81.
An engine on one of the C-141's failed to start and on-the-spot
maintenance proved unsuccessful. The aircraft remained on
the sea-ice parking ramp until 11 October, when severe
weather conditions abated, and a recovery team was able to
return to McMurdo to work on the craft. Just that morning it
had been predicted that the parking ramp would fail if the
aircraft stayed on the ice; moreover, the aircraft was sinking
into the ice, and drifted snow surrounded the wings. Navy
personnel, laboring in fallen and blowing snow, were finally
able to clear the ramp and runway and tow the aircraft to a
firm parking area.

When the MAC recovery team arrived, they found a heated
parachute shelter surrounding the inoperable engine—and,

Figure 2. Parachute shelter surrounding the inoperable engine
on the stranded C-141 Starlifter allowed a shirt-sleeve environ-
ment for work. (U.S. Air Force photo)

working in a shirt-sleeve environment, they repaired the air-
craft and readied it for departure in less than 4 hours (figure
2). Though the entire incident was unfortunate, it did provide
some useful information: Despite having experienced 70-knot
winds and temperatures as low as –50°F, the Starlifter systems
recovered quickly.

The next day a C-141B (a modified Starlifter stretched 23 feet
by addition of body sections forward and aft of the wings)
landed on the ice runway for the first time (figure 3). The
landing was complicated by a whiteout; crew members helped
alleviate the visibility problem by calling out altitudes and
referencing the radar altimeter until a flare sighting allowed
the aircrew to land safely.

The use of aircraft enables scientists to expand horizons and
compress time required to investigate new regions. MAC's
contribution to aviation in Deep Freeze 81 involved the 60th
Military Airlift Wing (Travis AFB, California), the 834th Airlift
Division and the 619th Military Airlift Support Squadron
(MASS) (both from Hickam AFB, Hawaii), and Operating Loca-
tion Delta, 619th MASS (Christchurch, New Zealand).

Figure 3. First-ever landing of a C-141B "stretched" Starlifter at
McMurdo Station, 12 October 1981. (U.S. Air Force photo by R. R.
Russell)
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